ambient standard -in-lake standards.
boat ramp apron -the most lakeward portion of a boat ramp.
boat slip -a boat mooring usually consisting of a floating dock, which allows boaters direct access to land.
breaker height -height of a breaking wave.
breakwater -a structure located in the lake, designed primarily to protect shores from the effects of current and wave action. They are usually linear structures oriented parallel to the shoreline. They may be composed of boulders, sheet piling, or rock crib structures.
bulkhead -a retaining structure, usually vertical, which separates lake waters from the land.
buoy -a float on top of the water, which is held in place by an anchor located on the bottom of a body of water.
catwalk -a narrow structure that is part of pier, which provides access to and from a pier.
channelization -creation of an artificial straight body of water.
cross member -structural component of a pier, which usually connects 2 pilings. cultural eutrophication -the accelerated discharge of nutrients in waters resulting from human activity.
density current -a current caused by the influx of denser water as a result of their cooler temperatures or sediment load. disturbance zone -a delineated area in which human activities may be restricted to prevent disturbance to nesting wildlife dredging -removing or rearranging soil components on the bottom of a water body that are located lakeward of the high water line. earthen bank -a linear, compacted soil structure designed to contain or separate floodwaters from the land. endemic -prevalent in or peculiar to a particular locale or region.
eulittoral "splash" zone -that area of Lake Tahoe's shoreline between the high and low annual water level of the lake eutrophication -the discharge of nutrients in waters resulting from natural or human activities (See "cultural eutrophication").
fetch length -the length of uninterrupted contact of the wind with a lake's surface. The greater the fetch length, the greater the wave energy produced.
foreshore -an area of lake level fluctuation located between the high and low water lines.
fry -fish hatchlings game fish -fish typically caught for sporting pleasure Governing Board permit -a TRPA permit requiring review and approval from the TRPA Governing Board.
groin -structures that are similar to jetties but smaller. They are located in the lake, perpendicular to the shoreline. They may be composed of short sections of sheet piling, wood piling, or concrete.
holding tank -a tank that is used for temporary storage and must be periodically emptied. On boats, they are used to temporarily contain human bodily waste.
influence zone -a delineated area in which human activities may be restricted to prevent disturbance to the foraging habits of wildlife (See page 3.7.1) in-kind restoration/mitigation -restoration/mitigation that must be of the same type as that which will be impacted. inlake relief -steep lake bottom topography instability -that area where the water meets the land (see page 3.1.2).
interstitial water -water located in lake bottom sediments often referred to as "pore" water.
jetty -a structure located in the lake, designed primarily to protect shores from the effects of current and wave action. They are usually linear in nature and oriented perpendicular to the shoreline. They may be composed of boulders, sheet piling, or rock crib structures. Lake Tahoe Datum -the elevation of Lake Tahoe as reported by the United States Coast and Geodetic (NGVD 1929) Survey plus 1.14 feet.
littoral parcel -a parcel of land next to the high water elevation of a lake. littoral processes -those processes along the shoreline of a body of water, which affect and determine the shape of the shoreline. These processes include wind and wave action, current action, accumulation of solid material, and removal of solid material.
littoral zone -an area around a lake's perimeter that extends lakeward for some specified distance. In Lake Tahoe's case, that distance is 100 meters. mooring -a fixed object to which a boat is attached. mooring buoy -a mooring device consisting of a heavy anchor, anchor chain, and float to which a boat is attached.
nearshore -an area extending from the low water elevation of a lake to some specified distance away from the shoreline. In Lake Tahoe's case, that distance is 350 feet.
non-game fish -all fish that are not considered sporting fish.
oligotrophic -containing low concentrations of nutrients to support the growth of algae. An oligotrophic lake is regarded as having high water clarity due to the absence of significant amounts of algae.
PAOT -person at one time pelagic -refers to the deepest parts of a body of water. In Lake Tahoe's case, it specifically refers to those waters below 100 meters.
periphyton -algae that is attached to fixed structures in the water (rocks, piers, buoys, etc.).
phytoplankton -algae that is free floating.
pier -fixed or floating platform or structure extending from the backshore to beyond the high water elevation of a lake.
pile pier -a pier whose main structural component consists of vertical wooden or steel pilings.
primary productivity -a measure of how rapidly an algal population is growing. qualified exempt activity declaration -a declaration made by the person(s) responsible for the activity that does not require a TRPA permit. retaining wall -a vertical structure that retains material behind it.
revetment -a sloped, permeable structure, usually constructed of rock, which protects the shoreline from the effects of currents and waves. rip current -current created by the concentrated force of backwash.
rock crib structure -a structure composed of square-set logs or timbers (crib) filled with rock. The rock prevents the timbers from floating and stabilizes the structure from the effects of current and wave action.
rock crib pier -a pier whose main structural component is a rock crib structure. rode length -the length of the line connecting an anchor directly to a boat or buoy.
seawall -a vertical device that protects the shoreline from waves and currents.
